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Abstract. Thispaper deals mlh the issm of analy^ing qualzly

jniil consiimsrprefsnnces in ordsr Co determine the effeds of

inlfinsic venus extrinsic cines in iheperceplions of quality. The
author built anddeveloped a PerceivedQuality Model. It shows a
quantilative estimation of thePerceivedQualityModel in the

analysisof qualilypercepción offood such asfrnit.

Introduction

Today's firms must act witlim markers wliose degree of
complexity is continuaJly increasing. Thiscomplexity is due,
among odief tliings, ro the phenomenon of globalisation

and intevnatíonaJisation rhar rhese markets are currendy
undei'going.

The profiles of consumers and firms have evolved over
time widi a shift from a reactive to a more proacíive
approach. This phenomenon has led to new policies of
differentiation, ;imongwhich QUALITY stands out.

Based on the study of how consumers behave with
respectto quality, it cajibe concludedfhat individuas often
have a very limited idea of this characteristic, and iience

imperfect information can be said to be the basis of die
problem of quality. It is imperative for individuáis tu
develop strategies diat will allow them to have a greater
Imowledge of the quality of different products, thus die
importance of seainhing. Nclson completed thisassessment

in 1970 by categorizing products as "search goods" or
"experience goods", depending on which mediods for data
collection consumers prefer.

Such a classification has hclped us to lay dic background
of our study, as ir relates to the category of experience

güods. A penshableproduct was cliosen, and ifwas deemed
important for the consunier to acquire the necessary tools

for information gathering on its quality.
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I. Methodology for Buildiag a Perceived

Quality Model

1. Empirical Proof

Tire most relevant theoreíical model of the quality
perception process for this Study is that of Olson
(1972), due to its framework and conceptual
contributions-

The predictive v;due of dre attribute or cue (PV),

the confidence valué of the cue (cv) and the

intrinsic or extrinsic (I-E) valué of the cue, all have

great theoretical potential for explaining attribute,
effect or the quality perception process.

Inrhnsic cues were defined by Olson &Jacoby
in 1972 as those atrributes "thatcannot be experimen-
tally changeá or manipulated mthoul at the same time,

moáifing thephysical characteristics of theproduct ilsclf

Therefore, whether or not a cue is intrinsic or

extrinsic dependí on its relationship with the
physical product. If the latter changes when
dre cue is modified, that cue is called intrinsic; if it

does not change, it is extrinsic.

The relevance of dre intrinsic-exti'insic dichotomy is

apparent in dre large nunrber of research papers it has

generated (Rudell, 1979; Pui-war, 1982; Steenkamp et ai.,

1986; Stecnlomrp, 1990). Also it serves as a system for
interprcting and understanding the results obtained in
different snidies. Intrinsic cues tire generally more important
in the quality perception process rhan those which are

extrinsic.This is pivolal in the prcscnf research and seems

as an initial hypodiesis to test.
A review of the empirical literature available on the

subject revealed that concern for increased knowledge of
tíie "quality perception approach" gees back more than
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h',ilf a ceiitury. Numerous proposíJs and attempts appear

in tlie liferature at finding a more suitable definifion of the

conceptof quality.
Having aníilyzed diffcrcnt concepruíil models attributcd

to "perceived qudit)'" tliat have surfaced over the years,
the following definition was deemed more appropriate
for the purpose of tJiis study:

• "The overall global or mulliilímensional evaluaíion ihat a

comumer mak.es oj a product that wíll ¡reate certain expectatiom

based on certain cues condUiotiing bis!her cholee, nhich mil differ
Jrom the evaluaíion made Iry another consumer considenng the
silualional momenl, the íjpe ofproduct and thesodo-demographic
projile characlerit^ng him!her."

Of íill possible questions tliat "perceived quality" could
raise, researchers of consumer behaviour have focused tlieir

work on how consumers evalúate quality. Much effort has
been devoted to uncover the indicators or signs of quality
used by consumers in their judgments regarding this
concept. However, after several decades of research on

tliis topic, tlie resultshaveculminated in a "small consensus
as to its magnitude, universalityand statistical consistency".

We would venture to say that tliis is fundamentaliy due to

the difficulties involved in achievinga certain universality
when varying behaviors are compared at least partially, or
according to tlie categoryof product chosen in each study,
the geographical disparit)' or the lack of homogeneit}' in
tlie methodology used in each research work.

Witli tliis multidimensional conceptualization as a starting
point, perceived quality can be measured using:

• a single cue (e.g. price),
• múltiple cues (e.g. br;md, type of establishment and

advertísing),
• variables which affect the cues in question (e.g. tlie

container affects freshness).

By emphasizingthe multidimensional nature of qualit)',
it becomes evident that studies on individual attributes

are considered to be less suitable than studies involving
múltipleattributes for investigating the effect of quality
attributes on the quality perception process because the
former generate greater biases and have many
limitations.

Furtliermore, a review of a large number of articles^
reveáis that consumers use a limited number of cues when

perceiving quality, ranging from 4 to 7. As will be seen,
our research corroborares this fact. The use of a specific
cue depends on the type of product in question and on
personal and circumstantial factors. Accordingly, price c;in
be considered a sign of quality which certain consumers

1. Research carded out by Sulé (1998) offers a complete view oí líic

empídcaj e%'idence exisüxig on Perceived Qujdity.
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genenüiy trust, in the case of certain product price is
fundamentaliy perceived as a sign of quíüity and more so
when other cues are lacking.

Most of the empirical cvidence relating to percei\ ed
quíilit)' uses extrinsic attributes of long-lastingand technu-
logically complex consumer products, whiie fewer studies
refer to perceived qualitj' based on the intrinsic attributes
of perishable products of frequent consumption. This
constituted a furtlier justification for choosing the food
'and agricultural sectors for our cmpincíil study.

2. Perceived Quality Model

All of tliese considerations were taken into account in tlie

Perceived Quality Model we propose (from now on termed
the C./tLPER Model). Given the impossibilily of including
all tlievariables suchasdifferent purchase situations,tj'pes
of products and consumer characteristics, only certain
factors affecting tlie process of perceived qualit)' by tlie
consumer will be retained.

More specifically, from the set of variables forming part
of our model, two groups of variables were distinguished
because of the perishable nature offood and agricultural
producís', intrinsic 'and extrinsic.

As /«/m/j'Avariables, tmd following the definition given

by Olson & Jacoby, the intrinsic variables taken into
account are: thefeel, the colour, theJlavour, the smell, the vilamin
contení, the si^, the texture, the shape. the jamiliarity ndth the
product and thefreshness. These ten intrinsic cues were chosen
over otliers because documenfary 'an'alysis carried out has

shown tlieir relevance at the moment a consumer defines

qu'ality when evaluating a food product via sensory

perceptions.

EA/nV/jvcvariables include packaging, whether or not the
product was sold loose, advertising, brand, promotion,
origin, price, sales forcé, opening hours, proximity, par-
king facilities and rariety. These extrinsiccueswereseiected
following the same criteria as in the case of intrinsicvaria
bles. We took into account those which were not only
included in the more tlian one hundred articles reviewed,

but also proved to have a significant effect on the
measurementof quality.

The model includes the different relationships between
tlie variables considered and some intermediate vari'ables

affecting the perception of qualit)'. Therefore to reach such

a concept, it is necess'aiy to -add successive leveis, given
the peculiarity of a construct about which no direct
information is avaikable. This accumulation of leveis is what

constitutes tlie most original part of our work.
Thus, at afirst levelof tliemodel we identified tlie intrinsic

and extrinsic cues which define two variables, specificaliy:
tlie tangible nature of tlie product'and the intangible image
of the product.
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The seamd üitlh made up of diose friables obtained at
die fii-stlevel wliich were found to be directíy relatcd to the
construct of "Perceived Quality".

The peculiavities of tltis model combined wiih rhe deep
inreresr shovvn tecendy by ceseai-chevs in Marketing and
tile¡mntenset'acuum existing in tiiisarca,led us to clioose
sfrucnjral equation systems as tiie metiiod for esrima-
ring rhe relationsliips established among rhe variables
pertaining ro dre r\vo levets of aggregation, dius determi
ne tlie hypotheses Co be tested.

This fypical mediodülogy of structural equation systems
fits our model perfectíy and allows for its validarion. Our
in deprh study reveáis tiiat ir suited our objectives, since
we believe diat consumers acquire ?in expectation when
demanding a product which is based on personal
experience, beliefs, 5ind on objective attributes. In die
language of stmcrural equation models are identifiedwith
observable variables. Consequendy, an abstraction is
produced whidi accounts fot die consumer subjective

expectation from die product, and which in this type of
model is identified with non-observable laceiit variables

that is giving rise to rhe construct of "Perceived Quality".

3. Empírica! Research
Our empirical researdi focused on fruit, as a product of the
food and agricultural sectors but also typical of the Medi-
terranean diet. It was chosen because of tlie small amount

of research beingdevoted to tliis product compared with
mosr papular products as cheese, meat producís, wine,etc.

Itis obviousiy a generic product widi al) die singularities
and limitations involved in a perishabie good meanr for
immedtate consumption; its purchase involves a littie
reflection, but nevertheless is influenced by a series a va
riables inherent in the product and to tlie consumers
diemselves-

Tiie general objectivesof this study are therefore;
• To learn rhe cues consumers use in tJieir perception of

the quality of diis generic product and rhe variables that
identify these cues.

•Toweigh or investígate the relative importance of each
cue in tlieevaluation of qualit}'.

• To be able to measure and concepfualize die perceived
quality based on the results obtained from the empirical
research-

In order to reach tliese objectives, fieki work was carried

out which began with a pretext givcn to 40 individuáis,
follüwed by a structured personal questionnaire which
collected informarion on Castilian-lvconese consuniers'

habits when buying fresh fruif, it dien bccame feasible to
measure attitudes and classifyrite samplcof die study.

Thedefinítive questionnaire consisted of deven questions,
only three of which were considered in multivariate analysis.
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Due to the fact tliat qualitative data was used, a problem

aróse when it was time to decide what to ask and how to

measure die response. The lack of academic consensus

made it difficult fo .select die number of cafegories to be
used in tiie scalcs for measuring the variables. For our
purposes, we decided co use an ordinal scale of five
categories, where die number one was equal to "very
important" and number five "not important at all".

The personal questionnaire was given to 420 purchasers
of foodproducts. Aftei'eliniinating20 biased or incomplete
questionnaires, the final saniple consisted of 400

consumers, as can be seen in Table 1.

Using probability sampling, tiie sample units were
selected randomly at the entrance and exit doors of
establishments, This type of sampling is scientifically based
on statistical tlieory, and allows us to demárcate Üie errors
committed or to evalúate precisión. Tluis we can affirm
diatfhere was a samplingerror of ±5 % widi a confidence
level of 95.5%.

Wifhin probability sampling, our procedure for selecting
the sample can be classified as muhtsRige, since it was
necessary to proceed bystages and tlien srratify according
to type of city, age and type of establishment with
propoctionaJ allocation.

Habitat or city,age, lew! of studies, number of persons
living in the home and occupation were the socio-

demographicvariables used to identify the profile of fruit
consumers, thus providing us information on different
quality attributes.

In order to analyze tlie information, die data collected

from tlie sample chosenwere thencodiñed and tabulated
and a data base was made from which the empirical study

was carried out. A matrix of 400*22 was obtained, that is,

400 rows cotresponding to the individuáis surveyed, and
22 columns representing rhevariables used in tlieanalysis.

ISample Unit

Typeofsurvey

I SampleError

Pbrodof Bao Work

Persons over 18 yrs. or aoe who make deci-

SIONS ABOUT FAMILV PURCHA8INQ

isVAM^Apgup.tSgwFÓ
Personal, at the entrances ano exits of

ESTAaiSHMENTS

15%, FOR Aconfidence LEVEL OF95.5% (K= 2), IN

THE MOST UNFAVOURABLE CONOITION (P= Q= 0.5)

MULTISTAGE with STRATIFICATION ACCORBÍHS\^(!
CiTY, AGE AND TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT IWfHí'PR^
PORTKMAL ALLOCATION. RANOOM SaECTION OF

„yiDVALS,TO.BE.SURVeYEO_^^^_^^_^^^
MarchandApril. 1996
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II. Estiniation of the CALPER Model

Thc spccification of fhe modelmade it necessar)' to follow
threc stages in orderto model "Perceived Qualit}'":

Ist sragc. PreparaUon of the data matñx. Tiie matrix

consisted of 400 consumers who gavc theiropinioii of 22
quality cues, :md had to be puriñed in order to achieve a
normalized sample to work with that respected the
assumption of normalit)'.

2nd stage. Exploratoiy Factor Ana^sis (EFA): this allowed

US to specify fhe factorial links between die latent varia
bles and tlie observed variables used to measure tJiem,

thus insuring the rcliability of each construct when
estimating causal relafions (Viswesvaran & Ones, 1995).

3rd stage. ConJirmatorj Factor Analysis (CFA): this
multivariate teclmiqueanalyses and confinns a relationship
previously cstablished byexploratory factori;ü analysis by
specifyingtlie causal relationsestablishcdbetween the latent

variables or constructs tJirough a patli diagram and tlie
equations deflning tlie model.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis allows to estimate the
proposed model in order to contrast it empirically usinga
procedure of máximum likelihood available in major

structural analysis prognims such as Listel, .Amos and EQS.
When working witli continuous or interval v;uiables, both

the máximum likelihood method and the unstandardized

least squares method (ULS) are fittingprocedures habitually
used forestimating tire parameters. An important difference
between tliese metliods is that the máximum likelihood

methodisbased on the-assumption tliat the variables follow
a norm-al multivariable distribution, while the uls metliod

is not based on tltis assumption (Bisquerra, 1989: 508).
Therefore, the most -advis-able metliod, wheneverpossible,
is that of máximum likelihood.

Furtiiermore, it has the adv-anfage of providing reliable
estimators of tine goodness of fit andof calculatingerrors
ímd Student's t statistics in such a way tliat tliey can be
interpreted directly; tlie uls method does not allow, for
this because tlie errors are not standardized. The latter

procedure would be used oniy if there were colinearity
-among tlie vari-ables, since tlie determiner of tlie matrix

would be zero, meaning tlvat tlie inverse matrix could not
be calculated, and tlierefore neither could the estimators

(I.é\7, 1997).
These tliree stages, which follow a logical sequence,

gradually eliminated from tlie 22 observable variables
chosen those which eitlier violated the norm;ility of the
s-ample and caiised duplicates of information and
multicolinearity, h-ad factorial loadingunder0.40 (Bagozzi
& Baumgartner,1994),orhindered the obtainingof good
fit Índices (Hair eia/., 1995). Consequently, of thc 22 initial
variables chosen for measuring the Perceived Quality of
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fruit, only 6 ultimately formed part of the model.
The relations established in the CAI.PER Model cons-

tituted thehypothesis intendcd for contrast in our resc-arch.
The followinghypotheses were tormulafed among those

previously tested in fhe literature (Zeithaml, 1988 &
Steenk;imp, 1989) and which we attempted to ratify:

HI: Quality is a multidimensional c(;ncept which is
perceived based on both intrinsic and extrinsic cues.

HII: Intrinsic cues affect the perceived quality of food
products more so th-,m extrinsic cues.

These two hypotlieses constitute the general objective
and starting point of our research. Below are Usted the
remaining hypotireses to be tested with the model of
perceived quality and which form part of our speciñc
objectives. As such, they link variables and establish
relations which first -aróse from reasoning -and subsequently

from tlie empirical metliod.
The hypotheses expressed -at the second level of the

CALPER Model would be tlie following:
HIA: The intrinsic cues which determine the tangible

nature of the product, exert a positive effect on the
perception of quality.

HIB: The extrinsic cues which determine tlie intangible

image of thc product, exert a positive effect on the
perception of qu-alit}'.

With diese nvo hypotheses we intended to test the idea
that evidently the better e-ach cue (intrinsic or extrinsic) of

the product is perceived by the consumer, the higher the
perceived qualit)' of this product will be.

Tlie relationships established at the firstlevel of the model
proposed are e.xpressed in die following hypotheses:

H2A: A positive relation exists beKveen size, texture,

shape aiid the tangible n-ature of die product.
H2B: A positive relation exists between s-ales forcé,

opening hours,parking facilities and die intiuigible image
of the product.

This list of hypodieses reflects die relations established
between die two levels of aggregation that make up the
CALPER Model of Perceived Qiudit)-.

E-ach of the stages described previously togedier widi
theevaluation of die model bymeims of the fitting Índices,
led US to die estimation of the second level Confirmatory
Factor Model on Perceiied Qualit)' or CALPER Model, which

permitted the modeling of perceived quality using
structures of covariance. This led to the definition of die

fin-al construct-and to the testof our startinghypotheses.
As can be seen, the model has been specified based on

six observable i'ariables: size (\A), texture (A-'ó), shape (V7),
sales forcé (VI8), opening hours (A'19) ;ind parking facili
ties (V21); twolatent independent variables: tiuigible n-ature
(Fl) íuid inttuigible image of die product (F2) and die
construct of perceived quality (F3).



TABLE 2

ReSULfS OF IHt CALI'EH MODEl

2M&LEVEL 18TLEVEL

CONSTRUCT

STANDARD Factorial StandardFactorial Student's T Test

Perceweoqualitt Tangible natureofthe

(F3) PRODUCT (F1)

IhíTANCIBLE IMAGE OF THE

PRODUCT {F2)

SCE (VS)

TEXTUfiE{V6)

ShAPE (V7)

Sales FORCE (V18)

Opening Hours (V19)

PARKIW3FACIL.(V21)

SOGONESS OF Frr Indices

X^(9) s 17.101; P=0,a47
|GFI"0.9a: AGF1= 0.96 RMR = 0.05

Calper Model

Source: Own preparation

CFI = 0.99

The results obtained from the estimation of the model

are shown in Table 2.

It is evidentfromrhcse results tharwewereable to obtain

certain significant variables by mcans of covariance
srructures- These variables serve to measure directlythe tan

gible natureand the intangbie image of theproduct,in other
words, its intrinsic and extrinsic cues- Furthermore, we were

also able ta obtain the second Icvcl construct, or Perceived

Quality, after second leve! Confirmatory factonal analysis.
The CALPER Model allows us to measure quality

accotding to indirect effecta by usingsix cues. Our smdy
can thus corrobórate tliar consumers use an average of
between 4 and 7 cues whcn forming rheir perceptions
of quality, as suggested by research witli different typcsof
producís carried out by Olson & Jacoby.

AJI the sfatistics obtained in the estimation of this model

are highiy significant and tJierefore fJie definition of the
tangibk nature of cJk product (IN) bascd on the size (TAM),
texture (TEX) and shape (FOR) of tiie fruircan be considerad
veryacceptable. As to tl\e intangihk image of tlxptvducL, (EX),
the cues considered to be determinant after confirmatory

factorial analysis are: sales forcé (vrA),open!nghours (HOR)
and pavking facilities (APAR).

The resultsobtainedallowed us to contrastthe iTypotJieses
previously formulated and they are shown in Table 3.

As can be seen in the first structural equation, perceived

quality is the result of che combination of intrinsic and
extrinsic cues after estimation of the model with the AMOS

statisrical package.The estimatorof dte tangiblenalaire of
the product is higher than rhe structural parameter
represenfing the intangible image of tlie product. These
positive effects of tlie two constructs considered in our
model of perceived quality show that the two main
hypotheses (HI, Hll) are confirmed and therefore
correspond to the general of the research.

Underlying the acceptance of both hypotheses is the
positive relation between thetangblenatureof theproduct
and perceived quality, on tiie one hand, and on the other,
tlie positive effect the intangible image of the product lias
on perceived quality. Thus hypotheses HIA and HIB are
corroborated at the same time.

The tangible nature of the product was the result of tiie
positive effectexerted by the combination of size, texture

Hipotheses Structural Equations

=:0;87TAM+'C;58,TEX:#q;82íf;®g

ex » - 0.44 VTA + 0-61 HOR * 1 APAR
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and shape, witli siae ;ind shape being die two intrinsic cues
that had fhe most influence on tlie construct mentioned.

Hypotliesis H2A ¡s tliereforc acceptcd.
As to tlie extrinsic attributes consumers considcred most

relevant when buying fruir, wewere surprised to find the
negative effect obtained for the variable "sales forcé".

Our interpretation coincides with the current trend in
the commerciaJdistribution system. Changes in consuiner
habits on tlie verge of a new millenniumme:m that strate-
gies must be developed tliat take qualit\' into account
where self-service establishments offer longer opening
hours and parking facilities and whose sales forcé plays a
merely advisory and not essential role in the sale of fruit.

Therefore, H2B ispartiallyaccepted,since a positiveeffect
was obtained solely for the attributes opening hours and
parking facilities as being tlte intangible image of the

product.

Conclusions

The best way to reach a consumer witii a product is to
have tliatproduct meet theconsumer's expectations.1f what

is expected of a pnjduct is qu;üit}s then it is essential to
knowwhat is understcjod byqualit}'. However, it would be
a mistake to ask consumers directly for a definiticrn of
qualit)' because of the difficulties diat this would entail.
For diis reason we preferred to use a less directmeans of
findingüut what consumers expect to find when looking
for a fruit iiíimely, bymeasuringqualityusinga sequential
process with indirect effects. It is therefore necessary to
convert die objective scoring given by cctnsumers into
subjective constructs.

We consider our empirical research to be an original
attempt at explaining consumer behaviour witJi regard to
Perceived Qualit)'. Our research shows that firms in die
fruit sector should use a straleg^ of quality di[ferentiaíiot! for
competing on the market. While the qualit)' expected of
fruit will depend on die perception of both intrinsic 'and
extrinsic qualit)', the latter is of lesser importance. The
intrinsic characteristics of siae, texture -and shape, togedier

with the extrinsic -attributes of s-ales forcé, opening hours
and parking facilities should all be taken into account in a
firm's policy decisions, since diese -are the qualit)- Índices

used preferably by today's consumers. |É
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